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Abstract 

In order to allow programmers to follow conventional techniques while creating applications that uses an 
internet, software in the internet must provide the same semantics as a conventional computer system, it means 
it must guarantee reliable communication. Transport protocol provides reliability, which is fundamental for all 
the applications. The transmission Control protocol (TCP) is the transport level protocol that provides a 
completely reliable connection –oriented, full duplex stream transport service that allows two application 
programs to form a connection, send data in either direction, and then terminate the connection. Wireless 
multihop ad-hoc networks are network systems that can be deployed without relying  on any infrastructure such 
as base stations hence are mobile networks such networks causes packet losses due to congestion and 
transmission errors .  here a packet level model is proposed to investigate the impact of channel errors on the 
TCP performance over IEEE- 802.11 based multihop wireless networks A markov renewal approach is used to 
analyze the behaviour of TCP – Vegas  . This paper motivates and describes the three key techniques employed 
by Vegas, and presents the results of a comprehensive experimental performance study—using both simulations 
and measurements  the model takes into account the different proportions between the interference range and 
transmission range  and adopting more accurate and realistic analysis to the fast recovery process. The results 
show that the impact of the channel error is reduced significantly due to the packet retransmissions on a per-hop 
basis and a small bandwidth delay product of ad hoc networks 
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Introduction 

It is noted that TCP uses packet loss as an indicator of congestion. In wired networks, this works well because 
the transmission channel is so reliable and the topology is stable that the only statistically relevant cause of loss 
is congestion. However, in mobile networks packets can be lost by a number of different causes, such as 
transmission errors, link failures, and topology changes, for which TCP's response of reducing its transmission 
rate is inappropriate. The result is less than ideal performance Fundamental Principles of TCP the Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) is a widely used transport protocol in wired and wireless communications, layered on 
top of IP networks to provide reliable end-to-end congestion control. Apart from establishing, maintaining and 
dissolving connections between communicating pairs, a TCP agent is responsible for behaving fairly towards 
other network flows including other TCP agents whilst not exceeding network capacity. The way this fairness 
and sensible resource usage is achieved though is not explicitly specified; as such there are different TCP 
variants, each of which nevertheless obeys basic behavioral rules. TCP sends data in segments which do not 
exceed a maximum segment size as negotiated via a three-way handshake between the communicating agents 
during an initial connection establishment phase. Each byte (octet) of data has a sequence number assigned to it. 
When the receiver receives a segment, it notes the bytes of data (or sequence number range) of the segment and 
responds by sending back a cumulative acknowledgement (ACK) which confirms that all bytes up to the given 
sequence number have successfully arrived. The TCP sender also maintains a retransmission timeout (RTO) 
timer, which on expiration indicates that a segment has been lost and is to be retransmitted. The functionality 
offered by cumulative ACKs, the RTO timer as well as a checksum on the segment header and data ensures 
reliability on top of IP. Another important functionality of TCP is flow and congestion control through the use 
of Recent traffic monitoring over the Internet has confirmed the popularity of the Reno and New Reno TCP 
variants as well as the increasing adoption of the TCP selective acknowledgements (SACK) modification. A 
promising reactive solution to the problem of congestion control has further been presented in with the 
introduction of TCP Vegas which has received much attention in the literature. 
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The main result reported in this paper is that Vegas is able to achieve between 37 and 71% better throughput 
than Reno. Moreover, this improvement in throughput is not achieved by an aggressive retransmission strategy 
that effectively steals bandwidth away from TCP connections that use the current algorithms. Rather, it is 
achieved by a more efficient use of the available bandwidth. Our experiments show that Vegas retransmit 
between one fifth and one-half as much data as does Reno. 

In view of the difference between traditional networks and ad-hoc networks  we aim to develop a mathematical 
model to investigate TCP performance in ad-hoc networks , here we propose an analytical model for a single 
persistent  TCP flow in the presence of packet losses due to channel error over an IEEE-802.11-based static 
multihop linear chain . We do not consider the impact of mobility, more complex topology, and interactions 
between multiple TCP flows ,as we would like to understand  how the set of protocol stacks including TCP, 
internet Protocol (IP), and MAC behave in baseline scenario before exploring the impact of additional variables. 
In the model a markov reneval approach is used to analyse the TCP behavior. The analytical results are 
validated against simulation results by using NS2.   

Existing System 

We consider TCP in terms of rounds where a round starts when the sender begins the transmission of a window 
of packets and ends when the sender receives an ACK for one or more of these packets. the several rounds of 
fast recovery process for Reno and New Reno are best explained via the examples shown in the Fig  Suppose 
that Packets 1, 23 and 24 are lost  When the  window reaches w = 24 and that packets 2 through 22 are 
successful . this window is called the loss window . In this case, Reno and NewReno have the same behaviour in 
the second round. The source first receives 21 duplicate ACK’s , each with a sequence number requesting 
Packet 1. The first three  ACK’s trigger the fast retransmit of Packet 1 and cause the window to drop to 12 . 
Then , this window is temporarily inflated by the number of duplicate ACK’s . Once the duplicate ACK 
triggered by Packet 13 is received, the window is inflated  to 12 + 12 = 24. The number of Packets in the pipe 
known by the source is still 24, since each ACK carries the sequence number requesting for packet 1 . During 
this period , transmission of new packets is not permitted packets beyond the allowed window . for every 
subsequent duplicate ACK, TCP continues to inflate its window and transmits one new packet , up transmitting 
nine new packets , with the largest sequence number being 24+9 =33. 

Reno 

In reno as shown in the figure (a), This inflation is removed, and the window is cut back to 12 when the 
sequence number carried by ACK advances, that is , when the ACK for  the retransmission comes back with a 
sequence number  requesting Packet 23 . At that point only one new packet 34, since the outstanding packet is 
33 – 22 = 11. In the third round, the lost packet 23 is retransmitted with the arrival of  four duplicate ACK’s 
requesting packets 23 . The window is further decreased in half and followed by four new packet transmissions 
due to the window inflation. Following this new packet can be sent. The fifth round starts with the exit of the 
first recovery process when packet 24 is successfully retransmitted. 

NewReno   

In NewReno, as shown in Fig. 1b, with the successful retransmission of packet 1, one partial ACK requesting 
packet 23 arrives at the TCP source. Packet 23 is immediately retransmitted without waiting for enough 
duplicate ACKs. The congestion window is deflated by the amount of new data acknowledged minus one 
segment and is 33 _ 22 þ 1 ¼ 12. One more packet 34 is allowed to be transmitted, since the outstanding packet 
is 11. For each additional duplicate ACK received, the congestion window is incremented, which allows more 
new packets to be sent, as shown in the figure. Following this logic, the congestion window is artificially 
inflated to 12 þ 9 ¼ 21when an ACK requesting packet 24 arrives. It is not deflated, since only one new packet 
is acknowledged. With the successful retransmission of packet 24, the window is cut back to 12 again.  
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Figure . Fast Recovery Process 

Proposed system 

TCP Vegas    

Jacobson and Karels developed a congestion control mechanism, which was later named TCP Tahoe [5]. Since 
then, many modification have been made to TCP, and different versions have been implemented such as TCP 
Tahoe and Reno .TCP Vegas was first introduced by Brakmo et al. There are several changes made in TCP 
Vegas. First, the congestion avoidance   mechanism that TCP Vegas uses is quite different from that of TCP 
Tahoe or Reno. TCP Reno uses the loss of packets as a signal that there is a congestion in the network and has 
no way of detecting any incipient congestion before packet losses occur. Thus, TCP Reno reacts to congestion 
rather than attempts to prevent the congestion TCP Vegas, on the other hand, uses the difference between the 
estimated throughput and the measured throughput as a way of estimating the congestion state of the network. 
We describe the algorithm briefly here. For more details on TCP Vegas, refer to [2]. First, Vegas sets Base RTT 
to the smallest measured round trip time, and the expected throughput is computed according to 

Expected  = WindowSize             
                    Base RTT                             (1) 
        Where WindowSize is the current window size. Second, Vegas calculates the current Actual throughput as 
follows. With each packet being sent, Vegas records the sending time of the packet by checking the system 
clock and computes the round trip time (RTT) by computing the elapsed time before the ACK comes back. It 
then computes Actual throughput using this estimated RTT  

Actual = WindowSize 
                    Base RTT                              (2) 

Then, Vegas compares Actual to Expected and computes the difference 

                     Diff = Expected - Actual;           (3) 

 Which is used to adjust the window size? Note that    Diff is non-negative by definition. Define two threshold 
values,      0 < a< b . If Diff < a Vegas increases the window size linearly during the next RTT. If Diff > a then 
Vegas decreases the window size linearly during the next RTT. Otherwise, it leaves the window size unchanged. 
What TCP Vegas attempts to do is as follows. If the actual throughput is much smaller than the expected 
throughput, then it suggests that it is likely that the network is congested. Thus, the source should reduce the low 
rate. On the other hand, if the actual throughput is too close to the expected throughput, then the connection may 
not be utilizing the available low rate, and hence should increase the low rate. Therefore, the goal of TCP Vegas 
is to keep a certain number of packets or bytes in the queues of the network [2, 9]. The threshold values, a  and 
b, can be specified in terms of number of packets rather than low rate. Now note that this mechanism used in 
Vegas to estimate the available bandwidth is fundamentally different from that of Reno, and does not purposely 
cause any packet loss. Consequently this mechanism removes the oscillatory behavior from Vegas, and Vegas 
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achieves higher average throughput and efficiency. Moreover, since each connection keeps only a few packets 
in the switch buffers, the average delay and jitter tend to be much smaller. Though it has been observed that 
TCP Vegas when competing with other TCP Reno connections, does not receive a fair share of bandwidth, i.e., 
TCP Reno connections receive about 50 percent higher bandwidth. It is seen that due to the aggressive nature of 
TCP Reno, when the buffer sizes are large, TCP Vegas loses to TCP Reno that fulls up the available buffer 
space, forcing TCP Vegas to back off. TCP Vegas has problems that have not been discussed before, which 
could have a serious impact on the performance.  It is the issue of rerouting. Since TCP Vegas uses an estimate 
of the propagation delay, baseRTT, to adjust its window size, it is very important for a TCP Vegas connection to 
be able to have an accurate estimation. Rerouting a path may change the propagation delay of the connection, 
and this could result in a substantial decrease in throughput. 

System Model  

We consider a static multihop string topology with n hops (node 0 through node n). A single persistent TCP 
connection is set up between the source node 0 and the sink node n. Node 0 is an infinite data source that always 
has packets to send. At each node, the first-in, first-out (FIFO) buffer size is infinite. The distance between any 
two adjacent nodes is identical. For transmission ranges, the distance satisfies the condition where transmissions 
from one node can only reach its one-hop neighbors. Fig. 2 depicts two different scenarios for an 802.11-based 
linear chain network with six nodes, where Rtx < Rin < 2Rtx. In Fig. 2a, node 1 is outside the interference range 
of node 3; hence, the transmission between node 0 and node 1 is successful. On the contrary, in Fig. 2b, node 0 
fails to transmit to node 1. Node 1 cannot send Clear-To-Send (CTS) to node 0, since it is within the 
interference range of node 3, and it can hear the on going transmission of node 3. The second scenario, as 
depicted in Fig. 2b, corresponds to the commonly used network model, where 2Rtx _ Rin and 2Rtx < Rin. Since 
our objective is to investigate the impact of channel error on the TCP performance, we ignore the packet losses 
caused by the MAC layer contention by setting the Request-To-Send (RTS) short retry limit to infinity, as 
opposed to the default value of 7 in IEEE 802.11. Hence, our model does not experience any packet losses 
invoked by buffer overflow, mobility, and MAC layer contention. This model allows the isolation of packet 
losses due to different causes and aids the investigation of the impact of different loss parameters on the TCP 
throughput performance. Meanwhile, we assume that the TCP data packets may be lost, but the TCP ACKs are 
never lost due to their small sizes. However, in our model, which uses IEEE 802.11, it is not realistic to 
model a bursty packet error because a TCP packet transmission can occur only when the MAC layer RTS-CTS 
frame exchange is successful. The bad channel condition can only corrupt several consecutive transmissions of 
an RTS packet. In addition, a corrupted packet may not always be discarded. A TCP data packet is discarded 
only when its number of retransmission attempts reaches the long retry limit on one link.  
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Conclusion: 

Reliable  data delivery is the most important aspect of any network  , wired networks uses  TCP protocol for the 
purpose , but when we talk about wireless network  the performance of TCP degrades due to the unstable and 
mobile nature of the network . Hence to improve the performance of TCP in IEEE- 802.11 based ad – hoc 
network   with multiple wireless lossy links we propose a packet level for TCP vegas  , that  captures  the details 
of the fast recovery  process in the event of packet loss  induced by the channel error. Considering the spatial 
reuse property of the wireless channel, the model takes into account the different propotions between the 
interference range and the transmission range. The proposed model is based on the semi – Markov renewal 
reward process. We find that the TCP performance for different path length varies with different values of the 
long retry limit, it is also shown that Vegas out performs Reno and new reno with heavy packet loss scenarios in 
terms of the throughput and timeout probability 
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